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      Abstract: Large amount of data is transferred through the 

internet, which is highly insecure. This can cause disruption of 

data due to attacks. To resist those attacks, the analysts are 

centered on the distinctive sort of systems to verify the 

information from assaults. Some of the techniques are AES, 

DES, and Digital Signatures etc. These techniques are not 

providing abnormal state proficient of security. So, in order to 

increase the efficiency level, we proposed a new method called 

KAN algorithm which is an extension of RSA algorithm to 

enhance the security of normal data by utilizing graph theory 

approach. This algorithm can be applicable for military basis and 

highly information secure system. 

 Keywords: Encryption, Decryption, Graph, Periodic 

Elements, Security.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The data security is a fundamental part while transferring 

the information through the internet in an insecure channel 

because the maximum data transformation will occur 

through the digital format. The information can confront 

several assaults with various threats based on the 

application. The information can be secured by encrypting 

the information, which is unreadable by the third party. 

Kripa N Bangera et al in 2017[1] portrays a high level  of 

security to the information by combining the RSA 

cryptographic algorithm and audio steganography 

algorithm. The output is in the form of Waveforms, which 

says no modifications can occur. Prabht k. panda and 

Sudipta Chattopadhyay in 2017 [2] portrays the Hybrid 

RSA algorithm where public and private key computed 

based on four prime numbers. Along these lines, the 

intricacy of the message increases and another approach to 

increase the complexity is computing the intermediate 

factors.  Prabhat k Panda and Sudipta Chattopadhyay in 

2017[3] describes Hybrid RSA by using four prime 

numbers to generate a public and private key to encrypt and 

decrypt the data. In addition, they analyzed conventionally 

and Enhanced RSA by Key generation time, encryption 

time and decryption time. Finally, Hybrid RSA provides 

better security than the CRSA and ERSA. Narander Kumar 

and Priyanka Chaudhary in 2016[4] portrays RSA to 

improve security.  
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Basically, RSA relies upon the factorization of prime 

numbers. By using large prime numbers we can boost the 

security of information. Because factorization of a large 

prime number isn't a simple errand.A Manimaran et al in 

2015[5] portrays the secure sharing of telephone numbers 

by using pack cards. To encrypt the telephone numbers by 

doling out 13 cards for 13 digits and by converting the 

decimal to hexadecimal. The encrypted message and 

decrypted message by converting hexadecimal to decimal 

and by contrasting and doled out 13 digits in 13 cards, the 

receiver can decrypt the telephone number. It is one of the 

approaches to secure the exchange of telephone numbers.  

Wael Mahmoud Al Etaiwi in 2014[6] have proposed an 

algorithm which represents the new encryption algorithm to 

encrypt and decrypt the information securely with the 

benefits of graph properties, the new symmetric encryption 

algorithm uses the concept of cycle graph, complete graphs, 

and minimum spanning trees to generate a complex 

ciphertext using a shared key. DebajitSensaram et.al in 

2014[7] has proposed a graph-based algorithm. Graphs can 

be used for designing block ciphers, stream cipher or public 

key cipher. The graph encryption is based on the secret key 

and generates different ciphertext by using a symmetric key 

on the same plain text. Saranya et al. in 2014[8] proposed 

an algorithm to improve the security of the information by 

using the RSA algorithm but existing RSA algorithm gives 

the high-security level of the data. In order to produce better 

security of the data, they introduced an exponential in RSA. 

M P Radhini et al in 2014[9] trace secure sharing of 

restorative data, for that they acquainted a multi-authority 

characteristic with encryption of medical records. In this 

way, PMR can be assessed from any hospital by using a 

single key. This will reduce the complexity of key 

management. M Preetha and M Nithya in 2013[10] portrays 

that the present requirement for security and the correlation 

of public key generation algorithms. Both RSA and 

enhanced RSA algorithm provides the execution period and 

the security concern applications using RSA - OAEP. K. 

Govindan in 2011[11] describes multilevel cryptography 

techniques for data encryption-decryption using graceful 

codes, which will concern multiple levels of encryption. 

With the goal of that, it gives the different value for each 

character in the string, while decrypt it gives us a unique 

kind of dataset. In addition, the length of the initial string 

and the encrypted should be varied because it goes multiple 

encryptions of the data value, which is inserted in between 

the string and it is randomly chosen by the user or system 

can automatically give the computer. So that security can be 

maximized. AnishaKumari and Kirubanad V. B in 2008[12] 

depicts the encryption and decryption of data using graphs, 

they used an affine cipher to encrypt the data, the user can 

use the symmetric key to encrypt the data and plot on a 

graph. At that point, the 

graph will change over to a 

picture. The receiver uses 

the symmetric key to 
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decrypt the data. This provides better security while storing 

the data in the cloud. This paper describes the KAN 

algorithm for encryption and decryption of data along with 

the RSA algorithm for key encryption, for both the text as 

well as graphs. 

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

The majority of the people are using the internet to transfer 

the data. In data transformation security act as a vital role to 

make the data more secure and confidential. Nowadays, 

security hijackers are good enough to make the data 

modification or threat. 

III. EXISTING ENCRYPTION & 

DECRYPTION 

The success rate of any software product depends on the 

security of the application. To secure the data from the 

attackers, some of the techniques are introduced, but by 

using the same algorithm for many applications and with 

many years. There might be conceivable to hack your data 

because aggressors are having more knowledge than the 

security scientists. By using the RSA algorithm with KAN 

algorithm, we can sustain or reduce the assault rate. 

IV. PROPOSED METHOD 

The proposed algorithm is implemented by using the Java 

program and the python program. In this algorithm, Based 

on the length of the string and the space values can generate 

a key message. Based on the key, the message string 

encrypted and the message key encrypted by using the RSA 

algorithm called the cipher text. At the receiver side, the 

key message decryption by using the RSA algorithm and 

after that every single character in the string message 

decrypted by using key message. 

V. RSA ALGORITHM 

A. Key generation 

i. Select the two random prime numbers as p 

and q. 

ii. Calculate       

iii.              
iv. Choose the number e(public key 

exponent), where        (Or)            

v. Calculate secret key d (private key 

exponent)            (Or)             

vi. Public key     and private key       

B.  Key message encryption 

i. If the message sends A to B 

ii. Get the recipient B’s public key       

iii. Compute the cipher text of key message 

encryption,                        

iv. Sender sends the cipher text to B. 

v. Key message decryption 

vi. B has its own private key       

vii. Compute the key message of cipher 

text,                    

 

 

 

 

 

VI. KAN ALGORITHM 

A. Message encryption 

If A sends the message to recipient B 

i. Get the string message from A 

ii. Choose the arbitrary(random) space value. 

iii. Insert the space number of random chemical names 

or alphabets from Table .5 between the string 

characters. 

iv. Compute a Key message based on length of the 

string “   and Space value. 

v.                  

vi. Key message                      . 

vii. Encrypt the each character in the string based on X 

                                 

  
                         

Where key message value and character value are the 

positions of key message and character from Table .5 

viii. Compute the RSA for the key message value. 

ix. Concatenate key message value to the encrypted 

message. 

x. Plot a graph. 

 

B. String message decryption  

i. Get the graph from sender. 

ii. Decrypt the key message using RSA algorithm. 

iii. Decrypt the each character in the string based on 

key message. 

                   

                 

                         

iv. Compute the space value  

  
              

  
             

v. Remove the final key message value. 

vi. Remove the random chemical names and alphabets 

in between the two characters based on space 

value. 

vii. Get the original plain text. 

viii. Similarly for graph encryption and decryption 

ix. Compute the nodes(n) 

 

x. Compute edges for each node. For example, if node 

1 having 3 edges means character in the position 3 

is C. 

xi. Proceed the KAN algorithm. 
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VII. DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION 

Fig. 1 Architecture Diagram for KAN 

VIII. ENCRYPTION & DECRYPTION: 

Fig. 1 shows the encryption and decryption of message 

using RSA enhancing algorithm called KAN algorithm. 

Here Alice sending the message to Bob by encrypting the 

message using KAN algorithm and RSA key generation 

algorithm. Bob decrypt the message by using the KAN 

algorithm and the RSA algorithm to get the original 

message.  

A. Encryption: 

It is a process to convert original message to an encrypted 

message by Alice so that the unauthorized users cannot able 

to access the data. The KAN algorithm provides on of the 

way to save the data from an unauthorized user. Convert 

the message as follows: 

1. Insert the space number of random alphabets and 

chemical names in between the two characters of a 

message. 

2. Compute the key, based on the size of the 

randomly inserted alphabets and chemical names. 

3. Again, encrypt the message based on the generated 

key and the positions of each character from the 

message. 

4.  Encrypt the generated key by using RSA and 

selecting the two large prime numbers. 

4.1 Compute the public and private keys are KU= 

{N,e} and KR= {N,d} 

5. Concatenate the encrypted key message with 

encrypted message. 

6. Plot a graph based on the positions of encrypted 

message along with encrypted key. 

B. Decryption: 

Decryption is a reverse process of encryption in which 

cipher text will convert to normal message by Bob as 

follows: 

1. Convert the graph into integer values based on the 

crust and troughs in the graph in sequence. 

2. Convert the integer value as a position of character 

to message. 

3. Consider the last position value as key. 

4. Decrypt the key value using RSA by private or 

public keys respectively. 

5. Decrypt the message with their positions from 

Table .5 by key message value. 

6. Compute space value using size of message, key. 

7. Remove randomly inserted alphabets and chemical 

names between the two characters.  

IX. EXAMPLE1 CONSIDER NORMAL TEXT 

MESSAGE 

Suppose the plain text message is BOB SENDS MESSAGE 

TO ALICE 

Step1: Insert random characters from Table .5 

Let take Space value is 3 , then we will get the text is 

BJKLOWHGBOHJ@TTRSDUYECIONQFJDBSLSHOC

@RTEMYRCEJKLSWHGSOHJATTRGDUYECIO@QFJ

TBSLOHOC@RTEAYRCLJKLIWHGCOHJE( X ) 

 

Step2: Compute key message value X 

  
 

  
                       

Here TN= product of string message length, space value, X 

Is the key message. For Example1 TN=104, space value= 3. 

By substituting TN, space value in Equation (1), we will get 

key messagevalue. 

  
 

   
  =208. i.e., TH+ from Table .5 Replace the key 

value X to TH+ in step1 output. 

BJKLOWHGBOHJ@TTRSDUYECIONQFJDBSLSHOC

@RTEMYRCEJKLSWHGSOHJATTRGDUYECIO@QFJ

TBSLOHOC@RTEAYRCLJKLIWHGCOHJETH+ 

Step3: Encrypt the plain text 

                                 

  
                         

              

By substituting the key message value= TH+=208 and 

TN=104 in Equation (2), for character 

 B 
     

   
 = 4=D from Table .5 

Similarly, for all the characters in the step 2 output except 

the key, we get the encrypted message as 

DTVXNeGaPNDNePTBCd+MnMnCaTiHCoBrJFRNeLiSi

LTHDTiXTiPNeFBBCd+CaMnJ 

ZBrCaFJTVXTiGaPTBMnMnCaNHCoBrJFRNeBCd+SiL

TMnDTiXNePNeFBCd+CaMnJBBrCaFXTVXRGaPNFNe

PTJEDTKTH+ 
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Encrypt the key based on RSA algorithm 

Step4: Take the two large random prime numbers 

Let us consider P= 13 and Q=17 and whose product is 

            

Step 5: Compute totient value 

Here                           

Step6:  Select random public encryption key e 

Public key exponent e, where        (Or)          
   Here we assumed e as 11 which is coprime of   and 

gcd(11,192)=1. 

Step7: Compute private encryption key d, by using 

extended Euclidean’s algorithm 

Table 1. Private encryption key generation 

 

Here the T is 35. So, private encryption key d=35. If you 

get negative value as d, you have to subtract the d value 

from  .  

Step7: Encryption key message 

For Example 1 Public key KU=               and the 

Message M is 208 by substituting in Cipher text   
                     =               

i.e., Cipher text C=13=M from Table .5.. By replacing TH+ 

with M we will get final encrypted message as  

DTVXNeGaPNDNePTBCd+MnMnCaTiHCoBrJFRNeLiSi

LTHDTiXTiPNeFBBCd+CaMnJZBrCaFJTVXTiGaPTBM

nMnCaNHCoBrJFRNeBCd+SiLTMnDTiXNePNeFBCd+

CaMnJBBrCaFXTVXRGaPNFNePTJEDTKM. 

Plot on a graph: 

Based on the final encrypted message with their 

corresponding position values from Table .5., the graph 

plotted. In addition, this graph is sent to the receiver. 

 

Fig 2. Encrypted message in graph. 
 

The graph is obtained by using MATLAB. Then the 

receiver can decrypt the graph into message by identifying 

the key value based line from starting point on X-axis and 

line ending point on Y- axis will shows the key value in 

Fig2. Therefore, the receiver can take the crust and trough 

values, which will gives the encrypted message values. 

Based on these values, the receiver can decrypt the graph 

into message as  

DTVXNeGaPNDNePTBCd+MnMnCaTiHCoBrJFRNeLiSi

LTHDTiXTiPNeFBBCd+CaMnJZBrCaFJTVXTiGaPTBM

nMnCaNHCoBrJFRNeBCd+SiLTMnDTiXNePNeFBCd+

CaMnJBBrCaFXTVXRGaPNFNePTJEDTKM 

Step8: Decryption of key message 

Private Key                   and Cipher text from 

decrypt message M as 13 from Table .5,then decrypt the 

key message value 

          

 =             

= 208         

    . 

Key message valueM=208. i.e., TH+ from Table .5 

We get the decrypted message as  

DTVXNeGaPNDNePTBCd+MnMnCaTiHCoBrJFRNeLiSi

LTHDTiXTiPNeFBBCd+CaMnJZBrCaFJTVXTiGaPTBM

nMnCaNHCoBrJFRNeBCd+SiLTMnDTiXNePNeFBCd+

CaMnJBBrCaFXTVXRGaPNFNePTJEDTKTH+ 

Step9: Decrypt the message 

                    

                 
                        
          

From decrypted message, TN=104, key message value=208 

and D is 4. Substituting TN, key message value and 

Character value in Equation (4), 

 For D =  
     

   
 = 2 = B from 

Table .5.Similarly, for all 

decrypted message 
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characters, we will get Decrypted message as 

BJKLOWHGBOHJ@TTRSDUYECIONQFJDBSLSHOC

@RTEMYRCEJKLSWHGSOHJATTRGDUYECIO@QFJ

TBSLOHOC@RTEAYRCLJKLIWHGCOHJEBJKTH+ 

Step10: Compute Space value. 

              
                    

  
   

   

   
   

Step11: Removing Characters from the decrypted 

message 

Here we removed 3 letters as follows 

BJKLOWHGBOHJ@TTRSDUYECIONQFJDBSL 

SHOC@RTEMYRCEJKLSWHGSOHJATTRGDUYECIO

@QFJTBSLOHOC@RTEAYRCLJKLIWHGCOHJEBJKT

H+. We will get the original message as BOB SENDS 

MESSAGE TO ALICE 

X. EXAMPLE 2: BASED ON GRAPHS 

 

 

 

Fig 3. Graph message sending from A to B 

Let us consider the above graph as a simple graph 

Convert the vertices of degrees to normal plain text 

message. Here vertices  are 5 ( v1,v2,v3,v4,v5) and their 

corresponding degrees 4, 4,3,4,3 as D, D, C, D, C from 

Table .5 respectively. We will get normal message as 

DDCDC. 

Step1: Inserting random chemical names from Table .5. 

Suppose space value=4, insert the 4 random chemical 

names and alphabets from Table.5 We will get 

DATBFDCDXYCPQTRDFTSDCEKJI (X) 

Step2: Compute key message value X 

  
 

  
                             

Here TN= product of message length and space value. For 

Example 2, substitute TN=25, space value= 4 in Equation 

(i).  
 

  
                         Replace key 

message value X from output of step1 to Pt, we will get 

DATBFDCDXYCPQTRDFTSDCEKJI (Pt) 

Step3: Encrypt the plain text 

                                 

  
                          
      

Substitute key message value= Pt =75 from Table .5. and 

TN= 25 in Equation (ii). For D =  
    

  
  12 = L from Table 

.5..Similarly, for all the Characters from the output of step 2 

except key message value we will get encrypted message as  

LCPdFRLILRePtIAsKrPdZrLRPdTcLIOAlNeHe (Pt) 

Encrypt the key based on RSA algorithm 

Step4: Take the two large random prime numbers 

Let us consider the large random prime number are P= 13 

and Q=17 and whose product N = 13 * 17 =221. 

Step 5: Compute totient value   

Here                         

Step6:  Selecting random public encryption key e 

Public key exponent e, where        (Or)          
   Here we assumed e as 7 which is coprime of   and 

gcd(7,192)=1. 

Step7: Compute private encryption key d, by using 

extended Euclidean’s algorithm 

Table 2. Private encryption key generation 

Q(qu 

otien

t) 

  E R(re 

Mai 

nder) 

T1 T2 T=T1-

Q(T2) 

27 19

2 

7 3 0 1 -27 

2 7 3 1 1 -27 55 

3 3 1 0 -27 55 -192 

0 1 0 0 55 -

19

2 

55 

 

Here T= 55. Therefore, the private encryption key is 55. If 

you get negative value as d, you have to subtract the 

negative value from   

Step7: Encrypt the key message 

Here Public key                  with key message 

Pt is 75 from Table .5. Then the 

 Cipher text          

            

             

    . 

Here 114 is Yb from Table .5.. We will get final encrypted 

message by replacing Pt to 

Yb as key message value. 
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LCPdFRLILRePtIAsKrPdZrLRPdTcLIOAlNeHe(Yb) 

Plot in graph: 

Graph is plotted, based on the final encrypted message and 

their corresponding positional values from Table.5 and this 

message can be send to receiver. 

Fig 4. Encrypted message of Fig 3 

The graph we obtained by using MATLAB. Then the 

receiver can identify the key message value based line 

starting point on X-axis and line-ending point on Y- axis 

gives key message value from Fig4. In addition, the 

receiver can take the crust and trough values, which will, 

gives the encrypted message values. Based on the values 

the receiver can decrypt the graph to message as 

LCPdFRLILRePtIAsKrPdZrLRPdTcLIOAlNeHe(Yb) 

Step8: Decryption of private encryption key  

Here Private Key:                   and Cipher 

text is Yb as 114 from Table .5.. Then decrypt the key 

message value 

 =        

              

             

    

. i.e., 75 is Pt from Table .5.. We get the decrypted message 

as  

LCPdFRLILRePtIAsKrPdZrLRPdTcLIOAlNeHe (Pt). 

Step9: Decrypt the cipher text of a plain text using key 

                    

                 
                         

                                                                   

Substitute TN= 25 and the key message value 75 in 

Equation (3).  

For L= 
       

  
 = 4= D. Similarly, for all characters in 

decrypted message, we will get 

DATBFDCDXYCPQTRDFTSDCEKJI (Pt) 

Step10: Compute Space value 

              
      

 
   

   

  
 = 4 

Step11: Remove random chemical names and Alphabets 

Here we remove 4 characters as follows. 

DATBFDCDXYCPQTRDFTSDCEKJI(Pt) 

In addition, remove the key, we will get the plain text as 

DDCDC, finally we get the original graph as  

Fig 5. Graph received from sender A 

XI. RESULT & DISCUSSION 

Here we implement both KAN and RSA algorithm to 

encrypt and decrypt information in java. There we provide a 

input message is VIT UNIVERSITY. The corresponding 

cipher text that obtained an  

A. Encrypted Message In KAN:  

qBB$RDDDmHBD#DBDoFBHaDF$RDHBqD$DJ$DHi$$

$kBB$RHBBmHBDwDHF,  

B. Decrypted Message In KAN:  

VAACICDDT$$A@AD$UBCAN$BDIAD$GVAD$EDBA

RBAAIADCSBACIDDDT$$CGYADBADBARBAAIADC

SBACIDDDT$$CG.  

By removing the key and randomly inserted chemical names 

and Alphabets, we will get VIT UNIVERSITY as our 

original message. 

XII. COMPARISON BETWEEN THE KAN & 

RSA EXECUTION TIME: - 

Table 3. Time performance of both KAN & RSA 

KAN algorithm RSA algorithm 

Input 

Size  

Total Execution 

Time  

Total Execution 

Time 

1kb 2 seconds 26 seconds 

14kb  50 seconds 1 minute 18 

seconds 

24kb 1 minute 1 minute 32 

seconds 
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30kb 1 minute 16 

seconds 

1 minute 33 

seconds 

    39kb 2 minutes 15 

seconds 

3 minutes 5 

seconds 

    62kb 3 minutes 25 

seconds 

3 minutes 26 

seconds 

 

Encryption and Decryption of data using RSA is suitable 

for only the small amount of data. For large data, it is not 

possible to encrypt and decrypt. It takes lesser time to key 

generation, compared to our KAN algorithm. But the 

encryption and decryption of data will takes more time in 

RSA than KAN. That represented in fig 6. The key 

generation time in KAN is higher. So, that the time required 

to break the KAN is also high. KAN will enhances, the 

security. So, that the proposed algorithm is best suitable for 

medical data sharing, military data and so on. 

 

Fig 6 Time performance of KAN & RSA. 

 

Table 4. Accuracy table. 

words  Accuracy 

10 100% 

15 100% 

20 100% 

50 100% 

 

Accuracy table shows whether the message is received by 

the receiver is same as original message or not. Here the 

KAN method can provide 100% accuracy even the data 

size is to large in a message 

XIII. CHEMICAL AND ALPHABETIC TABLE: 

This table is prepared by using the chemical names and 

alphabets.it is useful toeasy transfer of medical data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table.5 alphabetic and chemical names 
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XIV. CONCLUSION 

The proposed algorithm is a standout amongst the various 

approaches to secure the message by using graph theory. 

The portrayal of graphs with chemical values and alphabets 

isn't broadly used for encryption and decryption. 

Nonetheless, it is a simple method for representation in 

computers. In this paper, we introduce a new concept of 

integrating the concept of RSA with KAN algorithm. KAN 

algorithm imposes graph encryption and decryption on the 

message based on the chemical names and alphabets. This 

will provide more security to the data from the assailants. 

However the complexity of the KAN is high compared to 

RSA, hence it is difficult to decrypt the cipher text message 

but appropriate for capital letters and it is the best ideal 

approach to secure our Information. In RSA algorithm, we 

have to use sub key generation of each character is 

required. But, In the KAN algorithm no need to use sub key 

generation. For the Sub key generation, the execution time 

factor is more. So, this is the main reason for removal of 

sub key generation. 
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